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IETF 72 – Dublin, 29 July 2008

RMT WG Chairs:
Brian Adamson
Lorenzo Vicisano
Agenda

• Agenda Bashing - 5 min
• RMT WG Progress - 30 min
  *WG Chairs & Document Authors*
• RMT Security Discussion - 20 min
  *Brian Adamson*
• LDPC Decoding Techniques - 20 min
  *Vincent Roca*
• FCAST Discussion - 20 min
  *Vincent Roca*
• Open Discussion - 25 min
RMT WG Documents’ Status

• Published
  – draft-ietf-rmt-bb-fec-ldpc
    *Published as RFC 5170!*

• Submitted for Publication
  – draft-ietf-rmt-bb-fec-basic-schemes-revised-05
    *In IESG last call w/ minor comments, need updated draft*
  – draft-ietf-rmt-bb-fec-rs-05
    *In Publication Queue, waiting on “basic schemes” publication*
  – draft-ietf-rmt-bb-norm-revised-06
    *In IESG review w/ comments being addressed*

• Pending Submission
  – draft-ietf-rmt-pi-norm-revised-06
    *Converted to XML, updated draft needed and in progress*

• Updated Drafts
  – draft-ietf-rmt-bb-lct-revised-07
    *Ready for publication? (Note: Shows as “DEAD” in tracker?)*
  – draft-ietf-rmt-sec-discussion-02
    *To be subsequently discussed*

• Drafts Needing Attention
  – draft-ietf-rmt-pi-alc-revised (Expired)
  – draft-ietf-rmt-flute-revised (Expired)
Additional Documents

• draft-mehta-rmt-flute-sdp-05
  *In editor’s queue, waiting on FLUTE, ALC, LCT, and FEC Basic Schemes documents*

• draft-roca-rmt-newfcast-02
  *To be subsequently discussed*